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Manufacturer's Comment
Every element of design and every
function of the Cawley Model 800
have been executed with care and precision.
Some of the more outstanding featttres of the Cawley 800 are Large
front doors to allow an unobstructed
view of the fire. (firescreen is included). e Loading doors on both sides. e
Adjustable door latches to compensate for gasket compression. Double
draft controls to allow the fire to be
burned from either the right or left
hand sides. Numbered draft controls that insure accurate and repeatable settings. rn An optional outside air
intake collar. Preheated draft (see
diagram above)-greatly increases
combustion efficiency. Double wall
back plate for reduced clearances to
combustibles. "V" shaped firebrick
lined firebox for the safer loading of
more wood and the concentration of
coals for more complete burning.
(fully baffled to direct the flame both
around the front and top of the stove
for higher heat transmission.) Removable draft distribution plates to
facilitate easy cleaning of ash. Large
sweep shelf,in the front that safely

catches any ashes or coals released
while tending the fire. Machined
cook lids webbed on the bottom for
higher heat transmission. Adjustable feet for convenient leveling on
uneven surfaces.
Additionally, the Cawley 800 is
cast of iron specifically formulated for
its excellent structural integrity and
thermal characteristics. All of the
parts that undergo high heat loading
are designed using deeply rounded
forms to increase strength and reduce
the chance of warpage; sealed tongueand-groove interlock construction insures controlled efficient overnight
burns.
The 465 lbs. weight of the Cawley
800 insures that it will have the
strength to easily withstand the strain
of many years of burning cycles.
The deep bas reliefs of American
wildlife decorating the 800 are designed and executed by wildlife artist,
Martha Cawley. This is an unmatched
contemporary example of an art form
as old as the craft of fine iron casting
itself.
All of our stoves have been successfully tested by Arnold Greene Testing
Laboratories, Inc. to UL 1482 or UL
737. All carry a 10 year warranty.
N ABOVE IS PROVID
THE RETAILER REG

The Cawley 800 may be seen ag&
purchased at an authorized dealer
near you. Please circle the reader ser- -vice card for the dealer nearest you or
send for our complete information
packet. Please enclose $1.OO to cover
postage and handling.

Specification?
Height: 26 ia.; Height To Center of
Flue Collar: 22 in. (in horizontal position); Width: 27 in. (overall);
Depth: 20 in. (front to back, excluding flue collar and sweep shelf);
Depth: 33 in. (overall); Weight: 485
lbs.; Log Length Capacity: 24 in.
(max.); Front Door Opening: 19 x
in.; Side Door Openings: 10 x 10
Cooking Surface: l6'/2 x 22 i
Size: 8 in.; Draft Collar: 4 i (opF1ge
tionai): A^wt$#vp^wge?10,00012,000 cu. ft.; SuggestedRetail
Price: Contact manufacturer for current prices.
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Manufacturer
The Cawley Stove Company, Inc.
27 North Washington Street
Boyertown, ~ennsylvania195 12
2 15-367-2643
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